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ABSTRACT 

LATE PALEOZOIC TECTONIC AND SEDIMENTOLOGIC HISTORY 
OF THE PENASCO UPLIFT, NORTH-CENTRAL NEW MEXICO 

Roy Donald Adams 

The Paleozoic Peiiasco Uplift, located on the site of the 

present Nacimiento Mountains of north-central New Mexico, acted as 

a sediment source and modifier of regional sedimentation patterns 

from Middle Pennsylvanian to Early Permian time. The earliest 

history of the uplift is still poorly defined. Orogenic activity 

may have started as early as the Late Mississippian, or there may 

have been quiescence until after deposition of the Morrow-age 

Osha Canyon Formation and prior to deposition of the Atoka-age 

Sandia Formation. Coarse, arkosic siliciclastic sediments inter- 

bedded with fossilferious carbonates in the Madera Formation indicate 

that by early Desmoinesian time the Peiiasco Uplift had risen 

sufficiently to expose and erode Precambrian rocks. Paleotransport 

indicators in the arkosic sediments show transport away from the 

uplift. Throughout the remainder of the Pennsylvanian, the Peiiasco 

Uplift was a sediment source. The siliciclastic sediments derived 

from the Peiiasco Uplift formed a wedge that prograded out onto 

and interfingered with carbonate sediments of a shallow normal 

marine shelf. A change in paleotransport directions from 

northeasterly to southwesterly occurs on the east side of the Peiiasco 

Uplift and is due to the arrival of a flood of siliciclastic 

sediments derived from the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift to the 

northeast. This flood of sediments at or near the Permo-Pennsylvanian 



boundary, as dated by fauna in the uppermost Madera Formation, 

quickly breached the waning Penasco Uplift. Polycrystalline/total 

quartz ratios show that though breached, the Penasco Uplift 

continued as a sediment source during most, if not all, of Abo 

time. By the end of the Wolfcampian when Abo deposition ceased, 

the Penasco Uplift was no longer a sediment source and did 

not modify regional sedimentation patterns. 

Field relationships show that the two members of the Madera 

Formation, the lower gray limestone member of Atokan to Virgilian 

age, and the upper arkosic member of Desmoinesian to Virgilian 

age, are laterally equivalent and interfingering facies. The 

Abo to Madera formations are also, in part, laterally equivalent 

and interfingering. The Abo Formation ranges in age from Late 

Pennsylvanian to the end of the Wolfcampian in the Permian. 

The base of the Leonardian age Yeso Formation is gradational with 

the top of the Abo Formation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

. . , The Pennsylvanian Madera Formation, the Pennsylvanian and 

Permian Abo Formation and the Permian Yeso Formation were studied 

to refine the timing of the late Paleozoic Penasco Uplift and to 

define the effects of the uplift on regional sedimentation patterns. 

This project is one of the first attempts to clarify the history of 

one of the lesser Paleozoic highlands of northern New Mexico and 

the southern Colorado Plateau. In addition, the study adds to our 

knowledge of late Paleozoic tectonics and sedimentation in this 

region. 

Location 

The area studied includes San Pedro Mountain, the Sierra 

Nacimiento, and several canyons cutting into the Jemez Plateau 

(see plate I). When referring to these three areas together the 

informal terms "Nacimientos" or "Nacimiento Mountains" will be 

used. The Nacimientos are located north of Albuquerque and west of 

Los Alamos (see plate I). The Sierra Nacimiento and San Pedro 

Mountain form a north-south trending, eastward-dipping faultblock 

approximately 80 km (50 mi) long and 15 to 25 km (10 to 15 mi) 

wide (Woodward, Kaufman, and Anderson, 1972). They form part of 

the southeastern boundary of the San Juan Basin and the Colorado 

Plateau, part of the western boundary of the Rio Grande Rift, and 

are the southernmost range of the Southern Rocky Mountains. The 

Jemez Plateau, on the east side of the Sierra Nacimiento and San 

Pedro Mountain, is composed of Quaternary and Tertiary volcanics 

1 
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from the Valles and Toledo calderas of the Jemez Volcanic Field. 

These volcanic rocks have partially covered the Mesozoic and older 

rocks (Smith, Bailey and Ross, 1970). 

Geologic Overview 

The core of the uplifted faultblock forming the Nacimientos is 

composed of Precambrian metamorphic and igneous rocks that are 

exposed in the central portion of San Pedro Mountain and the 

Sierra Nacimiento (see plate I). On the west side of the Nacimientos, 

sediments of Cretaceous to Pennsylvanian age are moderately to 

steeply tilted to the west and in some areas are overturned by the 

Nacimiento Fault north' of • San Pablo Canyon and the Pajarito 

Fault to the south (plate I). The maximum stratigraphic offset 

between the upthrust block and the adjacent San Juan Basin is 3000 m 

(10,000 ft) (Woodward, Kaufman, and Anderson, 1972). East of the 

range-marginal faults the Mississlppian to Triassic strata onlap the 

exposed basement rocks and are gently tilted to flatlying. 

In the southern part of the Sierra Nacimiento, at Guadalupe 

Box, part of the faulted eastern boundary of the range with the Rio 

Grande Rift is exposed. There is an estimated 1550 m (5,100 ft) 

of stratigraphic relief between the rift and the Sierra Nacimiento 

in this area (Du Chene, 1974a). Most of the eastern Boundary of the 

uplift is covered by the volcanics of the Jemez volcanic field 

(plate I). 

Several approximately east-west trending high-angle faults 

separate the Nacimientos into smaller blocks (Woodward, Kaufman, 

and Anderson, 1972). 
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Topography and Accessibility 

The topography on the west side of the Nacimientos consists of 

hogbacks, ridges and valleys paralleling the steep western flank 

of the uplift. The east flank is gently sloping with flat-lying 

sediments and volcanic strata forming steep-walled mesas and 

plateaus. Steep-walled canyons dissect the plateaus*. 

Host outcrops are accessible from gravel and dirt roads. The 

remainder are easily reached by foot. 

Methods 

Field work consisted principally of measuring stratigraphic 

sections with a brunton compass and a Jacob staff or with a brunton 

and a 30 m steel measuring tape. Sections were measured to obtain 

information in the lithology, sedimentary structures, and depositional 

environments of the formations studied. In addition, information on 

the vertical and lateral variation of these parameters within and 

between the formations and their members was gained. Lateral variation 

in thickness of the formations was also recorded. Other outcrops 

were walked over and given a cursory examination, noting environmental 

and sub-environmental indicators. 

Paleotransport directions were measured on foresets, ripple 

marks, sole marks, and small channels wherever possible, usually 

along stratigraphic section lines. Three types of measurements 

were recorded. Readings taken at poorly exposed outcrops were 

recorded as being generally "to the southwest", or "to the east", etc. 

If It was not possible to obtain a representative reading on a 

sedimentary structure, several measurements were taken and the range 
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was recorded, e.g. "from N30°W to N67°W", or "from S58°E to S22°W", 

etc. If a representative measurement was possible then it was 

recorded to the nearest degree. 

Paleotransport directions were taken to aid in determining 

1) if the Penasco Uplift was a source of sediments; 2) the effects 

of the Penasco on regional sedimentation; 3) where the Penasco Uplift 

was located with reference to the Nacimiento Mountains; 4) when the 

Penasco Uplift was transgressed by sediments derived from more distal 

sources. 

Laboratory work consisted of petrographic examination of 22 thin 

sections to 1) obtain a detailed record of compositional and textural 

changes in the sandstones of the Abo and Madera Formation; 2) examine 

more closely'the texture and composition of limestones and lime 

muds of the Abo and Yeso Formations. In addition, most collected 

samples were examined with a binocular microscope to augment and 

refine field descriptions and to compliment the data obtained from 

the stratigraphic sections. 

Published 1H minute geologic quadrangles of the Nacimiento 

Mountains were used to aid in 1) location of stratigraphic sections; 

2) determining where the Yeso, Abo, and Madera Formations cropped 

out; 3) analysing trends of thickness variation. 

Previous Work 

A reconnaissance map.of the Nacimientos was published by Wood 

and Northrop in 1946. During the last decade graduate students and 

faculty at the University of New Mexico have been engaged in remapping 

the region.' This has resulted in the publication of numerous 
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lh minute quadrangels (plate II) (Woodward, McLelland, Anderson and 

Kaufman, 1972; Woodward and Schumacher, 1973; Woodward, Kaufman and 

Reed, 1973; Woodward, Anderson, Kaufman and Reed, 1973; Woodward and 

Martinez, 1974; Woodward, Du Chene and Reed, 1974; Woodward, 

McLelland and Kaufman, 1974; Woodward and Ruetschilling, 1976; 

Woodward, Gibson and McLelland, 1976; Woodward, Du Chene and Martinez, 

1977). The Jemez Mountains were mapped by Smith, Bailey and Ross (1970. 

Numerous thesis and dissertation projects have been conducted in 

the Nacimientos. Several of these have provided useful information 

augmenting observations made in this study. Gibson (1975) and 

Hutson (1958) studied the general geology of the northern side of 

San Pedro Mountain, an area that was not examined during field work 

for this report. Du Chene (1973) did detailed work on the Early 

Pennsylvania sediments in the southern Nacimiento Mountains. 

Martinez (1974) and Schumacher (1972) studied the general geology 

of parts of the southern and southwestern Sierra Nacimiento and 

provided pertinent observations of these areas. In addition, Du Chene, 

Gibson, Martinez, and Schumacher mapped parts of the Nacimientos. 

The development of a regional picture was greatly aided by 

several papers. Baars (1966) discussed pre-Pennsylvanian regional 

paleotectonics. Fetzner (19-60) discussed regional Pennsylvanian 

paleotectonics and regional stratigraphic relationships. Other 

regional Pennsylvanian stratigraphic studies have been conducted by 

Thompson (1942) and Du Chene (1973, 1974b). Permian deposits have 

been studied by Needham and Bates (1943), Baars (1962, 1972, 1974) 

and Irwin (1969). 
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A number of paléontologie studies have been done in the 

Nacimientos. Henbest and Read (1944) studied the fusulinids. Wood 

and Northrop (1946) defined fusulinid faunal zones for the 

Pennsylvanian strata and developed the biostratigraphy of the Madera 

Formation. Romer (1960) analysed the Permian vertebrate faunas 

giving faunal dates to the Abo Formation. Sutherland and Harlow 

(1967) studied Pennsylvanian brachiopods and provided valuable 

faunal dates in the Madera Formation. These studies have provided 

both biostratigraphic and paleo-environmental data which were 

incorporated into the present project. 



PRE-PENNSYLVANIAN GEOLOGIC HISTORY 

Precambrian 

Knowledge of the Precambrian history of the Nacimientos is 

limited. The oldest rocks in the area are high grade schists and 

gneisses that comprise part of the uplifted basement rocks (Baars, 

1966). The basement rocks are unconformably overlain by conglomerates, 

quartzites and slates of the Needle Mountains Group (figure 1). 

These rocks were deposited in a géosynclinal basin with a nearby 

metamorphic source (Beaumont and Read, 1950). In Late 

Precambrian time the area underwent regional metamorphism, 

deformation and granitic intrusions (Beaumont and Read, 1950), 

although Baars (1966) believes that the intrusives are younger than 

the metamorphism. 

Cambrian to Devonian 

Throughout the early Paleozoic a combination of epeirogenic 

and orogenic activity occurred in the region of the ancestral San 

Juan Basin and the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift (figure 2). Much of 

the area was subaerially exposed during the Early and Middle Cambrian, 

with resultant deep weathering and erosion (Beaumont and Read, 1950; 

Baars, 1966). A northwest-trending fault block system was 

apparently active from at least the Late Cambrian through the 

Mississippian, in part controlling sedimentation in the region 

(Baars, 1966). It was parallel to and southwest of the site of 

the Pennyslvanian and Permian Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift, 

approximately coinciding with the northwestern New Mexico Seaway of 

7 
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Figure 1. Generalized pre-Pennsylvanian stratigraphic column for 
the region around, but excluding, the Sierra NaCimiento. Compare with 

Plate I. 
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Figure 2. Paleozoic geography of parts of New Mexico, Arizona, 
Utah, and Colorado. 
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Fetzner (1960). Much of the faulting is in the form of horsts, 

grabens, and tilted fault blocks (Baars, 1966). There is a 

possibility that the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift is coupled with this 

fault system. If so, then the uplift may have been active throughout 

most or all of the Paleozoic (Baars, 1966). 

In Late Cambrian time the seas advanced from the west and north, 

depositing sandstones, siltstones, shales, carbonates, and conglomerates 

of the Ignacio Formation (figure 1) in the littoral and upper neritic 

environments than then characterized the region (Beaumont and Read, 

1950; Baars, 1966). The Transcontinental Arch served as an eastern 

and southern barrier to Cambrian seas (Woodward, 1974). In parts of 

the San Juan Basin the Ignacio Formation is overlain by the 

Lynch Dolomite, an offshore carbonate facies which may be in part 

contemporaneous with much of the Ingacio Formation. 

Above the Late Cambrian Lynch Dolomite an unconformity exists 

encompassing the Ordovician, Silurian, and Early and Middle Devonian. 

Baars (1966) believes that the region was likely a broad, stable, 

tectonically inactive plain close to sea level during this time. 

In Late Devonian time there was a resumption of tectonic activity. 

Another marine transgression occurred as well, depositing dolomites 

and shales of the Aneth Formation and sandstones, dolomites and shales 

of the younger Elbert Formation. Overlying the Elbert Formation are 

the limestones and dolomites of the Ouray Formation. The 

Mississippian/Devonian boundary is found within the Ouray Formation. 
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Mississippian 

After Late Devonian time, orogenic activity ceased, and the 

region was again quiescent. Near the end of the Early Mississippian 

(middle Osagean) a regional marine regression occurred, resulting 

in erosion of some of the lower Leadville Formation (figure 1) 

(Baars, 1966). Most sediments of Late Mississippian age (Meramecian 

to Springerian) were removed during intense deformation, high-angle 

faulting and uplift prior to the Pennsylvanian (Woodward, 1974). 

This activity was part of the Ancestral Rocky Mountain Orogeny. 

During the Early Mississippian, shallow shelf carbonates of the 

Leadville Formation were deposited. A combination of faunal and 

lithologic evidence is used by Baars (1966) to distinguish a 

mid-Leadvillian disconformity. Post-Leadvillian erosion left an 

irregular surface of low relief upon which Late Mississippian and 

Pennsylvanian sediments were deposited. Thompson (1942) noted that 

in the Sandia Mountains Pennsylvanian sandstones and conglomerates 

commonly fill cracks and solution holes in the underlying 

Mississippian carbonates. He also states that shallow depressions 

in the carbonates are often filled with conglomerates that may be 

channel deposits. 

In the Early Mississippian the area of the present southern San 

Juan Basin underwent epeirogenic uplift to form a part of the 

Transcontinental Arch (Beaumont and Read, 1950). In the late Early 

Mississippian (Osage), encroaching seas from the south and possibly 

from the north partially covered the highland (Hutson, 1958). 

During the Late Mississippian orogeny the arch fragmented with a 
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part of it forming the Penasco Axis (Gibson, 1975). 

In the southern Nacimiento Mountains, the Osagean and Meramecian 

Arroyo Penasco Group lies unconformably on Precambrian crystalline 

rocks (figure 1) (Armstrong and Mamet, 1974). The carbonates of this 

group represent two periods of marine transgression and deposition 

separated by a time of subaerial erosion (Armstrong and Mamet, 1974). 

Unconformably above the Arroyo Penasco Group lie the continental 

deposits of the Log Springs Formation (Du Chene, 1974b). These rocks 

are of Chesterian? age (Armstrong and Mamet, 1974). The Log Springs 

Formation is unconformably overlain by Morrowan marine limestones. 



PENNSYLVANIAN AND PERMIAN GEOLOGIC HISTORY 

Introduction 

The late Paleozoic in northern New Mexico can be divided into 

a time of intense orogenic activity followed by a short period of 

relative quiescence which in turn was followed by epeirogenic activity 

(Fetzner, 1960; Baars, 1962). The Pennsylvanian was the time of 

greatest tectonic activity of the Ancestral Rocky Mountain Orogeny 

with several active basins and uplifts (Fetzner, 1960). This 

orogenic activity was neither continuous nor synchronous. Rather, 

there were several pulses of activity associated with these uplifts 

(Fetzner, I960; Du Chene, 1974b). In the Uncompahgre-San Luis 

Uplift and the Kaibab-Zuni-Defiance complex the loci of the initiation 

of activity moved to the northwest (figure 2) (Fetzner, 1960). 

During the latest Pennsylvanian and Early Permian the basins were 

filling and no longer rapidly subsiding. The uplifts, though still 

positive were either no longer active or were in their last 

episodes of orogeny. At some point in the Late Permian the entire 

region of the Colorado Plateau underwent epeirogenic uplift eroding 

all sediments younger than earliest Guadalupian (Baars, 1962). 

Paleogeography 

Introduction 

The major late Paleozoic structural features of the region are 

shown in figure 2. Several active uplifts defined the boundaries 

of the northwestern New Mexico seaway (Fetzner, 1960). This 

northwest-southeast trending seaway and its defining uplifts covered 

large portions of New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Arizona. The 

13 
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major structural basins of the seaway included the Paradox Salt 

Basin in the northern half of the seaway, the ancestral San Juan 

Basin in the south-central part, and the Lucero Basin in the southern 

portion. Major uplifts bounding the seaway included the Uncompahgre- 

San Luis Uplift to the east and north, the Kaibab-Zuni-Defiance complex 

of uplifts to the west and south, and the Emery Uplift to the 

northwest. The Penasco Uplift was a small, minor feature, approximately 

parallel to and west of the San Luis Uplift. The Penasco Uplift was 

part of the divide between the ancestral San Juan Basin and the 

Lucero Basin. All of these elements are discussed in greater detail 

in Fetzner (1960). Some authors have considered the Penasco Uplift 

to be a continuaiton of either the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift or of 

the Pedemal Uplift to the south (figure 2) (Thompson, 1942; Wengard 

and Matheny, 1958). It is now thought that the Penasco Highlands were 

separate from both of these features and that the highlands occupied 

a site close to or coincident with the present Nacimiento Mountains 

(Fetzner, 1960; Baars, 1962). 

In this report, only the ancestral San Juan Basin, the Lucero 

Basin, the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift, and the Penasco Uplift 

will be discussed. The Kaibab-Zuni-Defiance complex and the Emery 

Uplift are not examined since they apparently did not contribute 

sediments to the southeastern part of the ancestral San Juan Basin 

in the area of the Penasco Uplift (figure 2) (Fetzner, 1960; Read and 

Wood, 1947). The Penasco Uplift will be discussed in detail in the 

interpretation section. 
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Ancestral San Juan Basin and Lueero Basin 

The ancestral San Juan Basin and the Lueero Basin served as 

depocenters throughout thé Pennsylvanian and into the Permian for 

sediments shed off the Uncompahgre-San Luis Highlands, the Kaibab- 

Zuni complex, and the Penasco Highlands. Sediments in the northeastern 

part of the ancestral San Juan Basin consist of the Hermosa-Cutler 

Formation of Fetzner (1960), a wedge of arkosic sandstone and 

conglomerate, siltstones, sandstones, and shales derived from the 

Uncompahgre Uplift during the Pennsylvanian and Permian (plate V). 

Sedimentation in the remainder of the ancestral San Juan Basin and 

in the Lucero Basin was essentially marine during the Pennyslvanian, 

with interbedded sandstones, siltstones, shales, and limestones of the 

Sandia Formation, the Madera Formation (Fetzner, 1960; Du Chene, 

1974b) and possibly the Osha Canyon Formation of Du Chene (1973, 1974b) 

and Du Chene, et al. (1977) or its equivalents (plate I). Marine 

deposition ended in the Early Permian with a marine regression 

towards the south and deposition of the siliciclastic sediments of 

the Abo and Cutler Formations (Baars, 1962). A marine transgression 

occurred at the close of Abo time. Baars (1962) reports that the 

shoreline apparently reached an approximate maximum northern limit 

along an east-west line from Santa Fe, New Mexico, through the 

Penasco Uplift to Fort Defiance, Arizona (figure 2). Gibson (1975) 

extended the shoreline north to 36°15’ north latitude. In either 

case the ancestral San Juan Basin continued to receive the terrestrial 

sediments of the Cutler and'Abo Formations and perhaps the lower Yeso 

Formation, while the Lucero Basin once again was the site of marine 

deposition; the Yeso, Glorieta, and San Andres Formations (Baars, 1962). 
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The ancestral San Juan Basin was the site of marine deposition in 

either late Yeso time or throughout Yeso time (Gibson, 1975). 

Uncompahgre - San Luis Uplift 

The Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift trends northwest across the 

southwest quarter of Colorado, extending into both Utah and New Mexico 

(figure 2). The southern third of the San Luis Uplift was narrow, 

estimated to be 15 to 25 km (10 to 15 miles) wide (Fetzner, 1960). 

Orogenic activity started in the southern part of the range, the San Luis 

Uplift, earlier than in the northern part, the Uncompahgre Uplift. However, 

the San Luis was still active during part of the orogenic phase of the 

Uncompahgre. The Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift, though the most active 

range of the ancestral Rocky Mountains during the Pennsylvanian and 

Permian, varied considerably in time, space and magnitude in its tectonic 

activity (Fetzner, 1960). 

Uplift was occurring in the San Luis Range in the Early 

Pennsylvanian and may have started in the Mississippian. Uplift 

continued at a moderate rate in the Middle Pennsylvanian. The 

strongest orogeny occurred during the Late Pennsylvanian and Early 

Permian (Baars, 1962; Fetzner, 1963). The southern part of the 

Uncompahgre Uplift became active either in Morrowan and/or 

Atokan time (Fetzner, 1960) or in late Atokan to early Desmoinesian 

time (Beaumont and Read, 1950; Kent, 1972). The northern part 

of the Uncompaghre Highlands rose later but was not as strongly 

positive. Uplift was rapid, with topographic relief between 

1500 m and 3000 m (5,500 and 10,000 ft) (Fetzner, 1960; Kent, 1972). 

The maximum amount of relief, over 3000 m, probably occurred in the 

southern part of the Uncompahgre Uplift or in the northern part of 
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the San Luis Uplift (Fetzner, 1960; Baars, 1962). The timing of 

the most intense orogeny is not agreed upon. One estimate places 

the maximum rate of uplift in the Missourian and Virgilian, with 

the maximum relief occurring in the Desmoinesian (Kent, 1972). 

Other estimates place the main period of activity in the Late 

Pennsylvanian and Early Permian, coinciding with the peak of the San 

Luis orogeny (Fetzner, 1960; Baars, 1962). During the Late 

Pennsylvanian and Early Permian, uplift was occurring all along the 

Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift (Fet2ner, 1960). The San Luis Uplift 

became inactive in the Permian, and by the Triassic was eroded and 

buried. The Uncompahgre Highlands remained high throughout the 

Permian and by Mesozoic time had become inactive and deeply eroded 

(Fetzner, 1960). 



POST-PALEOZOIC GEOLOGIC HISTORY 

Mesozoic 

Little tectonic activity occurred during the Triassic and 

Jurassic in the southern Ancestral Rocky Mountains and the eastern 

Colorado Plateau» The Uncompahgre Uplift and the Ancestral Front 

Range were eroded and buried in their own detritus (Stearn, et al., 

1979). Sedimentation in the region was continental, principally 

fluvial, lacustrine and eolian (Siemers, 1974; King, 1977). In the 

Late Jurassic the western part of the Colorado Plateau received 

carbonate and evaporite sedimentation due to a marine transgression 

from the north and west (Stearn, et al., 1979). Several transgressions 

and regressions of epeirogenic seas from the south and west occurred 

in the Cretaceous, leaving behind interlayered marine and continental 

deposits (Siemers, 1974; King, 1977; Stearn, et al.,1979). The 

Laramide portion of the Cordilleran Orogeny began in the Late 

Cretaceous and continued into the Paleocene (King, 1977; Stearn, et al., 

1979). The Nacimiento Mountains began to be uplifted and the San 

Juan Basin began to subside as a result of this tectonic activity. 

Portions of the Uncompahgre Uplift were reactivâted as were the 

Ancestral Front Ranges (Woodward, Kaufman and Anderson,-1972; King, 

1977). The Colorado Plateau remained relatively rigid with only 

broad folding and flexing resulting from the Larmide orogeny 

(King, 1977; Steam, et al., 1979). 

18 
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Cenozoic 

Subsidence in the San Juan Basin continued into Eocene time 

(King, 1977). Volcanism began in the Rio Grande Rift in the 

Oligocène (plate I). The Jemez Volcanic Field became active at 

this time (Smith, et al., 1970; Cordell, 1978). Extensional rifting 

was initiated in late Oligocène and early Miocene time. Uplift, 

block faulting and basaltic volcanism occurred in the latest Miocene 

and Pliocene (Cordell, 1978). The uplift and block faulting are 

also expressed in the Nacimiento Mountains (Woodward, Kaufman, and 

Anderson, 1972; King, 1977). The flows comprising the Jemez Plateau 

are Pliocene and Pleistocene in age (Smith, et al., 1970). In the 

Pliocene and Pleistocene the western Colorado Plateau experienced 

volcanic activity (Steam, et al., 1979). The Southern Rocky 

Mountains underwent increased erosion in the Pleistocene, especially 

of Late Tertiary sedimentary deposits, that resulted in increased 

relief (King, 1977). 



MADERA FORMATION 

Introduction 

The Madera Formation was named by Keyes (1903) for Upper 

Carboniferous limestones in the Sandia Mountains and vicinity. 

Read, et al. (1944) defined two members, the lower gray limestone 

member and the upper arkosic limestone member in the Manzanita 

Mountains, the Manzano Mountains, the northern end of the Pedernal 

Hills and the southern part of the Sangre de Cristo Range (plate I). 

Wood and Northrop (1946) applied the terminology of Read, et al (1944) 

to the Nacimientos. The lower gray limestone member is mostly 

limestone with some gray shale and a few sandstones. The upper 

arkosic limestone member consists of limestone, arkosic limestone, 

red and gray shales, and arkosic sandstones. 

Age 

Faunal evidence (Henbest and Read, 1944; Wood and Northrop, 1946; 

Sutherland and Harlow, 1967) indicates that the Madera Formation 

ranges in age from Atokan to latest Pennsylvanian (plate I). Wood 

and Northrop (1946) divided the Pennsylvanian strata in the Nacimientos 

into five faunal zones. These zones, their relation to the North 

American stages of the Pennsylvanian, and some of the faunal 

events that define the zones are shown in Table 1. The Madera 

Formation encompasses much of zone B and all of zones C through E. 

20 
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Distribution and Thickness Trends 

The lower gray limestone member of the Madera Formation crops 

out on the east side of the Sierra Nacimiento from just north of 

Joaquin Mesa south to the latitude of Jemez Pueblo, and in Canon de 

San Diego between Jemez Springs and Battleship Rock (plate I). The 

upper arkosic limestone member crops out in all areas of the 

Nacimientos except on the west side of the range between the latitudes 

of La Ventana to the south and Regina to the north. Renick (1931) 

reported scattered remnants of Pennsylvanian sediments along the 

crests of the Sierra Nacimiento and of San Pedro Mountain. Remapping 

of the range in the 1970's produced only one report of remnant 

Pennsylvanian sediments along the crest (Martinez, 1974; Woodward, 

Du Chene, and Martinez, 1977). These sediments are located east 

of Semilla Canyon in the Gilman quadrangle (plates I and II). 

The thickness of the Madera Formation varies from 0 - 470 m 

(0 - 1550 ft). The formation thickens to the east, west., and south 

away from the Nacimientos (Thompson, 1942; Du Chene, 1974b; Kelley 

and Northrop, 1975). North of San Pedro Mountain on the Gallina 

Uplift are approximately 60 m (200 ft) of Pennsylvanian sediments 

similar to the upper arkosic member (Lookingbill, 1953, in Du Chene, 

1974b). Within the Nacimientos, the greatest accumulations of 

sediments are on the north and northeast flanks of San Pedro Mountain 

(plate I) (Gibson, 1974; Woodward, Gibson, and McLelland, 1976). The 

formation thins southward to the latitude of Senorito Canyon. Further 

south, on both east and west sides of the Sierra Nacimiento, the 

formation thickens reaching a maximum of approximately 230 m (750 ft) 
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in the latitude of Guadelupe Box (Wood and Northrop, 1946; Du Chene 

1974b; Woodward and Martinez, 1974). 

Lower Boundary 

In the southeastern part of the Sierra Nacimientos the Madera 

Formation rests conformably on the Sandia Formation and unconformably 

on the Osha Canyon Formation.(Read, et al;, 1944; Bradish and Mills, 

1950; Fetzner, 1960; Kent, 1972; Du Chene, 1973, 1974b; Du Chene, Kues, 

and Woodward, 1977). Northward the Madera Formation onlaps 

Precambrian rocks (plate I) (Du Chene, 1973, 1974b). Both members 

of the Madera Formation are in contact with the underlying strata 

in different parts of the area. The lower contact falls within 

faunal zone B. The base of the lower gray limestone member is dated 

as Atokan in age (Wood and Northrop, 1946). Where the upper arkosic 

member rests on Precambrian basement the basal limestone beds are 

Desmoinesian in age (Wood and Northrop, 1946). Hence the bottom 

contact is time-transgressive, becoming younger to the north and 

west (Du Chene, 1974b). Martinez (1974), Du Chene (1974b), and 

Du Chene, et al., (1977) report a slight 4° to 6° angular unconformity 

between the arkosic member of the Madera Formation and the Osha 

Canyon Formation on the west side of the Sierra Nacimiento in 

Arroyo de Los Pinos and Arroyo Penasco (plate I). Elsewhere the upper 

arkosic limestone rests on the Precambrian (Wood and Northrop, 1946). 
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Upper Boundary 

The upper arkosic limestone member of the Madera Formation is 

in contact with the overlying Abo Formation. The lower member of 

the Madera is not in contact with the Abo in the Nacimientos. Some 

authors believe that the Abo/Madera contact is unconformable at all 

areas in New Mexico (Renick, 1931; Thompson, 1942). In the 

Nacimientos the contact is conformable except locally. Field 

observations in this study as well as those of others (Read, et al., 

1944; Wood and Northrop, 1946; Read and Wood, 1947; Baars, 1962; 

Schumacher, 1972; Du Chene, 1973, 1974b; Martinez, 1974). support this, 

and show that the contact is gradational and interfingering. On the 

north flank bf San Pedro Mountain the Abo/Madera contact is 

unconformable locally (Renick, 1931; Hutson, 1958; Gibson, 1975). 

A slight angular unconformity at the west end gradually becomes a 

disconformity several kilometers to the east (Gibson, 1975). The 

contact on the northeast side of the mountain is conformable 

(Woodward, Gibson, and McLelland, 1976). 

The upper beds in the upper arkosic limestone member are placed 

in faunal zones C through E with the contact becoming generally younger 

to the east and northeast (plate III) (Schumacher, 1972, Wood and 

Northrop, 1946). Read and Wood (1947, p. 223) summarize the nature 

of the Madera/Abo boundary nicely: "The upper limit of the 

Magdalena Group* ... is not a time line but represents the limit 

of marine sedimentation in the area." 

* The Madera Formation is the uppermost formation of the Magdalena 
Group of central and northern New Mexico (Read and Wood, 1947). 
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Correlation 

The Madera Formation is correlatable in part or completely with 

the Gobbler, Beeman, Holder, Laborcita, and Bursum Formations of 

the northern Sacramento Mountains (Otte, 1959); the Flechado, 

La Fasada, Alamitos, and Sangre de Cristo Formations in the Sangro de 

Cristo Mountains (Sutherland, 1972); the Hermosa Formation of the 

San Juan and Paradox Salt Basins (Beaumont and Read, 1950; Fetzner, 

1960); and the Hermosa Group of the Four Corners region (Wengard 

and Matheny, 1958) (plate V). 

Lower Gray Limestone Member 

The member is composed of fossiliferous limestones interbedded 

with fossiliferous shales and a few sandstones. The outcrops form 

a stair-stepped series of resistant limestone or sandstone cliffs 

and ledges separated by less resistant shale slopes. 

The sandstones around Guadalupe Box and Cuchilla Mesa are arkosic 

(plate I) (Du Chene, 1973, 1974b; Martinez, 1974). The sandstones 

of the lower member in Canon de San Diego, section A-8 and Wood and 

Northrop’s sections 16 and 17 (plate IV), are not arkosic, although 

those in section A-8 do contain several percent feldspar. They are 

immature subarkosic sandstones.* The shales are fissle, calcareous 

and often very fossiliferous. The limestones are mainly fossiliferous 

wackestones^ with some lime-mudstones and packstones. The limestones 

* Folk’s classification, in Folk, 1974. 

^ Dunham's classification, in Ham, 1962, with the modification that 

"lime-mudstone" will be used for Dunham's "mudstone". 
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range in thickness from laminated to bedded. The thickest beds are 

50 cm thick with most between 10 and 20 cm. Bedding ranges from 

planar to wavy to nodular. At the base of the section, some of the 

limestone occurs in pods and lenses. Fresh and weathered surfaces 

are colored in shades of medium to light gray, green, tan, brown, 

and purple. Siliciclastic silt and clay are usually present as 

important secondary constitutents. Fossils include bryozoa, 

brachiopods, gastropods, corals, sponges, pelecypods, fusulinids, and 

crinoids. In addition,algae, cephalopods, annelids, trilobites, 

echinoderms, shark teeth, and bone fragments have been reported 

(Wood and Northrop* 1946; Northrop, 1974). Fossils are occasionally 

replaced by chert. 

The age of the lower gray limestone member is given as Atokan to 

early Desmoinesian (Wood and Northrop, 1946; Bradish and Mills, 1950; 

Du Chene, 1973, 1974b). However, Sutherland and Harlow (1967) 

studied the Madera Formation in Canon de San Diego, and on the basis 

of fusulinids and brachipods established a late Virgilian age for 

the upper part of the formation. Section A-8 of this study is within 

500 m of their "locality 2", located west of Battleship Rock (plate II). 

One fossiliferous limestone was found approximately 20 meters above 

their uppermost limestone bed. Their Madera/Abo boundary coincides 

with the upper arkosic limestone/lower gray limestone boundary. 

Thus, the age of the lower member is extended into the Virgilian. 

The contact between the two members of the Madera is gradational 

and interfingering (Read et al, 1944; Du Chene, 1974b). At 

section A-8 the boundary is set at the top of the last limestone. 
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Upper Arkosic Limestone Member 

The upper arkosic limestone member of the Madera Formation is 

composed of interbedded limestone, shale, sandstone and conglomerate. 

The overall amount of carbonate decreases upsection while the amount 

of feldspar tends to increase. In the upper part of the member lime¬ 

stones are interbedded with reddish-brown oxidized sandstones, silt- 

stones, and shales similar to those of the overlying Abo Formation. 

The outcrops form a stair-stepped series of resistant ledge- and 

cliff-forming sandstones, limestones, and conglomerates, separated 

by less resistant slope-forming shales. 

The sandstones are argillaceous, micaceous, immature arkoses 

and subarkoses. Many are oxidized to shades of reds and reddish- 

browns. The rest are light tan, light pink, or white on unweathered 

surfaces. In section A-l (plate IV) the unoxidized sandstones 

have approximately 10 to 20 percent calcite cement, while the oxidized 

sandstones have less cement and more clay. In thin section feldspars 

are angular and usually fresh, and polycrystalline quartz grains are 

common (40 to 60 percent of total grains). Foresets are the most 

common sedimentary structures and range from 5 cm to 1.2 meters in 

height. Channels, ripples, and some reverse grading are also 

present. 

Pebble conglomerates are common in the upper member throughout 

the Nacimientos. Clasts usually consist of quartz and feldspar, 

although clay clasts and some limestone clasts are found. 

Cobble conglomerates are reported stratigraphically below section A-l 
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near Semilla Canyon, and at Arroyo de los Pinos (Renick, 1931; 

MartInez,1974; Woodward and Martinez, 1974; Woodward, Du Chene and 

Martinez, 1977). In the northern part of the Nacimientos, Gibson (1975) 

reported minor arkosic conglomerates but did not give clast sizes. 

The conglomerates have a sand matrix similar to the sandstones in 

the member. Clasts range from 2mm pieces of quartz and feldspar to 

granitic and gneissic boulders as large as 25 cm. Pebble conglomerates 

are either massive or crossbedded. Cobble conglomerates are lenticular 

channel deposits. 

Shales change in character upsection. In the lower portion of 

the member they are fossiliferous, calcareous and are unoxidized. 

Toward the top of the member the shales are unfossiliferous, micaceous, 

may or may not be calcareous, and are oxidized. 

Limestones are variable in their percentage of feldspar and 

quartz grains, fossils, and amounts of siliciclastic clay and silt. 

Generally they are wackestones and packstones with larger quartz and 

feldspar grains, and more siliciclastic material than in the lower 

member. 

The age of the upper arkosic member is Desmoinesian to latest 

Virgilian (faunal zones B through E). Faunal data indicate that, 

except in the southernmost outcrops, the base of the member is early 

Desmoinesian in age (faunal zone B). In the southern outcrops, the 

base of the member is in faunal zone C and possibly in D (see 

sections 1 and 9 of Wood and Northrop, 1946). The top of the member 

varies from faunal zone C to E, generally becoming younger to the 

northeast and east (Wood and Northrop, 1946). The Madera sediments 

on the north end of San Pedro Mountain are mostly of Virgilian age, 
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although the lower rocks may be Missourian or Desmoinesian 

(Gibson, 1975). 

The fauna includes the same groups as the lower gray limestone 

member. 

South of the Nacimientos interfingering marine and non-marine 

sediments at the top of the Madera have been named the Red Tanks 

member (Kelley and Wood, 1946; Wilpolt et al., 1946; Kues and Kietze, 

1976). This unit correlates with the upper portion of the upper 

arkosic limestone member. Although the terminology is applicable 

to the Nacimientos, it is not used because no clarification of 

sedimentary relationships would be gained. 



ABO FORMATION 

Introduction 

The Abo Formation was first defined and named by Lee (Lee and 

Girty, 1909), for the red sandstones immediately above the limestones 

of the Madera Formation. He designated Abo Canyon in the southern 

Manzano Mountains as the type locality (plate I). Initially, the 

Abo Formation was placed in the Pennsylvanian (Lee and Girty, 1909). 

Darton (1910) reassigned the Abo to the Permian on the basis of floral 

and faunal evidence found in the formation. Needham and Bates (1943) 

established a type section at Abo Canyon and redescribed the formation. 

Bates et al. (1947) reassigned the upper 31.7 m (104 ft) of Abo in 

the type section to the overlying Yeso Formation. 
i 

The Abo Formation consists of sandstones, siltstones, and 

conglomerates interbedded in shales and mudstones with rare lenticular 

bodies of very argillaceous limestone* Most beds in the formation 

are stained reddish brown, though a few sandstones are white to tan. 

North and east of the Nacimiento Mountains the Abo Formation 

grades laterally into the lithologically similar Cutler Formation. 

Wood and Northrop (1946), in their reconnaissance study of the 

Nacimientos, arbitrarily define 36°N latitude (north of Senorito 

Canyon, plate 1), as the boundary between the Cutler Formation to the 

north and the Abo and Yeso Formations to the south. Subsequent work, 

including this report, has distinguished the Abo and Yeso Formations 

throughout the Nacimiento Mountains. The distinction has been 

reported as far north as the town of Gallina (plate I), approximately 

36°12’30"N latitude (Schumacher, 1972; Gibson, 1975; Woodward 

Gibson and McLelland, 1976). 

30 
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Age 

There is general agreement that the Abo is mostly Wolfcampian in 

age (Needham and Bates, 1943; Wood and Northrop, 1946; Otte, 1959; Romer, 

1960; Baars, 1962, 1972, 1974; Schumacher,■1972; Du Chene, 1973). 

This is based on correlation with the Wolfcampian, fossiliferous 

Hueco Limestone to the south (King, 1942; Thompson, 1942; Otte, 

1959; Baars, 1974); the presence in some areas of early Wolfcampian 

fusulinids in beds immediately beneath the Abo (Baars, 1962, 1972); 

and Wolfcampian verebrate fossils within the Abo (Romer, 1960). 

Studies of vertebrate remains near Jemez Springs indicate a possible 

early Wolfcampian age for the Abo in that area (Romer, 1960). The 

age of the upper Abo may be early Leonardian, at least in some areas. 

Subsurface work (Jicha and Lochman-Balk, 1958) indicates 

that part of the Abo is correlatable with Leonardian units. The 

uppermost Abo in the northern Sacramento Mountains may be of Leonardian 

age (Otte, 1959). Read, in a personal communication with Irwin 

(1969, p. 10), reported early Leonardian plant fossils in the Abo 

in central New Mexico. 

As mentioned previously, the Abo/Madera boundary is time- 

transgressive. Because of this, in and around the Nacimientos,part 

of the lower Abo is Pennsylvanian in age (plate III). Wood and 

Northrop (1946) recognized this but only mentioned that the lower 

part of the Abo Formation is "...of doubtful Permian age...". The 

lower Abo in the San Juan Basin is likely to also be Pennsylvanian. 

The San Juan Basin started filling with clastic sediments in the 

Pennsylvanian. Unnamed Pennsylvanian elastics are of the same 

lithology as the Permian Abo sediments deposited on top of them 
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(Read, 1950). Baars (1972, p. 148) mentions a similar occurrence in 

the Cutler Formation adjacent to the site of the Uncompahgre Uplift; 

"However, Cutler-like arkose of Pennsylvanian age adjacent to the 

Uncompahgre front is difficult to distinguish from Permian arkose 

and is usually included as part of the Cutler Formation." 

Distribution and Thickness Trends 

The Abo Formation crops out on all sides of the Nacimientos. 

On the west and south sides of San Pedro Mountain, between Senorito 

and San Pablo Canyons, and in San Miguel Canyon the Abo rests 

unconformably on the Precambrian crystalline basement. Little can be 

definitely stated about thickness trends of the Abo in the Nacimientos, 

partially due to tectonic thinning along the west side of the range 

and partially because of the paucity of complete sections on the east 

and south sides. The Abo is between 335 m and 885 m thick on the 

north side of San Pedro Mountain (Gibson, 1975; Woodward, Gibson 

and McLelland, 1976). This compares with a maximum of approximately 

260 m over the rest of the Nacimientos. An exception to this occurs 

on the south side of San Joaquin Mesa. Calculations based on the 

mapped data of Woodward, Du Chene and Reed (1974) show approximately 

400 m of Abo present. At many places on the west side of the range 

the Abo has been tectonically thinned to less than 100m. Sections 

that have not been tectonicaly thinned vary between approximately 

150 m and 250 m in thickness. The Abo may be somewhat thicker on 

the east side, although the scarcity of complete sections makes 

it difficult to say with certainty. 

Regionally, the Abo thickens to the northeast towards its major 
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source, the Uncompahgre Uplift (Otte, 1959; Baars, 1962, Gibson, 1975). 

There is also some thickening towards the south and east in the 

direction of the Pedemal Uplift (Baars, 1962). Thinning occurs over 

the Nacimientos (Wood and Northrop, 1946; Baars, 1962, 1974; 

Martinez, 1974) and to the southwest (Baars, 1962). 

Upper Abo Boundary 

The Yeso/Abo boundary is conformable throughout most of its 

extent (Needham and Bates, 1943; Wood and Northrop, 1946; Otte, 1959; 

Baars, 1962; Schumacher, 1972; Du Chene, 1973; Martinez, 1974). 

Most authors also state that it is gradational (Needham and Bates, 

1943; Otte, 1959; Schumacher, 1972; Martinez, 1974). Wood and 

Northrop (1946) report that the Abo and Yeso intertongue from the 

south to the north. Needham and Bates (1943) describe a limestone 

at the base of the Yeso in the southern Manzano Mountains and in 

most of central New Mexico. It is not present to the north and 

northwest. These authors believe this is due to a disconformity 

at the Yeso/Abo boundary in the northern half of the state. The 

absence of limestone may instead be due to a facies change to the 

north from carbonates to elastics. Gibson (1975) reports that in 

the Gallina quadrangle the Yeso/Abo contact is locally sharp with 

a minor discordance. He states that the Abo is tilted slightly to 

the west and was partially eroded prior to deposition of the Yeso. 

Field work for this project confirms the conformable and 

gradational nature of the Yeso/Abo contact on the west and south sides 

of San Pedro Mountain and in the Sierra Nacimiento. The outcrops 

on the north side of San Pedro Mountain were not examined. Towards 
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the top of the Abo Formation siltstones and fine- to very fine¬ 

grained sandstones are more common while intervening shales and 

mudstones become thinner and coarser-grained sandstones less common. 

The Yeso/Abo boundary is placed above the last sandstone at a change 

in color from reddish-brown to an orangish-red or pinkish-red 

accompanied by the appearance of large cross-beds. This is similar 

to Schumacher’s (1972) criteria for placing the boundary at the top 

of the highest medium to coarse arkosic sandstone or at a change in 

color of soil covering the outcrop. At several locations in and near 

Senorito Canyon,erosion has removed all of the Yeso Formation, placing 

Triassic Agua Zarca Sandstone in contact with the Abo. In section 

A-6 at Senorito Canyon,the Triassic Agua Zarca Sandstone rests on the 

Abo (plates I and IV). Section 6 of Wood and Northrop (1946) is 

located at the junction of American Creek and Rio de Las Vacas and 

approximately 8 km west of section A-6, it has only 38 m of Abo 

Formation in erosional contact with the Agua Zarca Sandstone. Section 11 

of Wood and Northrop, on the south side of Senorito Canyon, has only 

16 m of Yeso between the Abo and the Agua Zarca. In section A-7, 

approximately 3 km north of A-6, there is only 12% m of Yeso. 

Correlation 

North and west of the Nacimientos the Abo grades laterally into 

the Cutler Formation (plate V and Figure 3) (Baars, 1962, 1972; 

Martinez, 1974). Baars (1962, 1972) reports that the Halgaito 

Shale Member of the Cutler is equivalent to the Abo. To the northwest, 

the Abo interfingers with the Cedar Mesa Sandstone and is correlatable 

with the Elephant Canyon Formation and the Oquirrh Formation of Utah 
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(Baars, 1962; Irwin, 1969). To the west the Supai Formation of 

Arizona is equivalent to the Abo (Needham and Bates, 1943; Read, 1950; 

Baars, 1962; Irwin, 1969). In southern New Mexico, the Abo inter¬ 

tongues with the Hueco Limestone in the San Andres and Organ Mountains 

(Needham, 1942; Needham and Bates, 1943; King, 1945; Otte, 1959; 

Baars, 1962, 1974). To the east the upper Sangre de Cristo Formation 

and the Abo Formation grade into one another in the Paleozoic 

Rowe-Mora Basin, now exposed in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 

(plate I)( Baars, 1962; Du Chene, 1973; Martinez, 1974). Romer (1960) 

correlated the Wichita Group of West Texas with the Abo Formation 

based on their vertebrate faunas. 

Lithology 

Introduction 

The Abo Formation is composed of shale*, silty shale, mudstone, 

claystone, siltstone, sandstone, conglomerate and limestone. Most 

units of the formation are oxidized to various shades of red 

and reddish brown. In outcrop, siltstones, sandstones, and conglomerates 

tend to be more resistant to erosion and form ledges and ridges while 

the clay-rich lithologies form float-covered slopes. In most of the 

stratigraphic sections measured for this report, between 60 and 80 

percent of each section is covered. Sections A-5 and A-6 (plates II 

and IV) have lower percentages of covered intervals. Section A-5 

contains only the top 28 m of the Abo and has over 35 percent cover. 

Section A-6 was measured on excavated roadcuts along New Mexico State 

* "Shale" refers to Folk's (1974) "clay-shale". "Silty shale" is 
used in place of Folk's "mud-shale". 
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Highway 126 and has over 40 percent cover. Assuming a one-to-one 

relationship between covered intervals and clay-rich lithologies, 

the Abo Formation in the Nacimientos has between 60 and 80 percent 

shale, silty shale, mudstone and claystone. Of the remaining 

20 to 40 percent, sandstones account for approximately 13 to 27 

percent, siltstones for 5 to 10 percent, conglomerates for 2 to 5 

percent and limestone for less than 1 percent. 

The Abo Formation in the Nacimiento Mountains cannot be broken 

down into members, nor is it possible to correlate one area with 

another within the formation. There are few systematic changes or 

general trends in the textural, compositional, or structural parameters 

of the sediments. Generally, siltstones occur more frequently towards 

the top of the formation,except in sections A-6 and A-7. Boulder 

conglomerates are confined to the lower half of the formation and 

they are found only in section A-2. Pebble conglomerates are 

scattered throughout the Abo. A comparison of the ratio 

"polycrystalline quartz/total quartz" in sections A-l and A-2 

shows a decrease in value in the upper half of the formation 

(figure 3). Clay clasts are more common in the upper half of the Abo. 

There is no overall change in the amount of feldspar within most 

sections, although there is some lateral variation. Within the 

sandstones there is no systematic change in grain size. 

Several features of the Abo have been reported in the literature 

which were not seen during the field work for this project. Plant 

remains, plant impressions,.and petrified wood have been found both 

in the Nacimientos and at other areas, as have terrestrial 

vertebrate .bones and tracks (Needham, 1942; Needham and Bates, 1943; 
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Bates, et al., 1947; Otte, 1959; Romer, 1960). Casts of halite 

crystals have also been reported (Needham, 1942; Needham and Bates, 

1943). 

Shales, Silty Shales. Mudstones and Claystones 

These clay-rich rocks are dark reddish brown, laminated to massive, 

poorly indurated, calcareous to non-calcareous and almost always covered. 

At uncovered outcrops the rocks can be seen to have scattered unoxi¬ 

dized patches. These patches are less than 5 cm across and are green in 

color. Field observations could discern no other differences with the 

adjacent oxidized shale. The silty shales tend to be micaceous while 

shale, claystones, and mudstones are usually not. 

Sandstones 

The sandstones are immature to mature subarkoses, arkoses, and 

lithic arkoses, with most being submature subarkoses. Both potassium 

feldspar and plagioclase feldspars are present. Some of the plagioclase 

is altering to calcite. Micas are a common minor constituent, usually 

comprising 1 to 4 percent of the rock. Lithic fragments are usually 

granitic or sedimentary with a few metamorphic fragments. Sedimentary 

clasts and grains include shales, siltstones, a few sandstones, and lime¬ 

stone. Polycrystalline quartz is included with the quartz grains and not 

with the lithic fragments. Magnetite and some amphiboles and pyroxenes 

together make up less than one percent of the sandstones. Calcite is the 

most common cement. Hematite and silica cements are also present. 

Sandstones range from poorly to well indurated. Almost all the sand¬ 

stones have at least some porosity. Usually the rocks are moderately 

to poorly sorted, though some are well sorted. A few are bimodal. 
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Grains are angular to subrounded. There is seldom more than 

5 percent clay matrix. 

Thin section analysis of seventeen sandstone samples from sections 

A-l and A-2 shows that the ratio of poly crystalline quartz to total 

quartz decreases upsection. Other parameters, such as percent feldspar, 

average grain size, angularity, and percent heavy minerals and micas 

remain essentially constant (figure 3). The reddish brown staining in 

the sandstones appears to be due to the presence of hematite. 

The sandstone units are lenticular in shape. Structures found 

in them include planar and trough foresets, channels, cut and fill, 

ripple marks in the finer sands, soft-sediment deformation, load and 

flame structures, clay drapes, horizontal lamination from less than 

1 mm to 1 cm, horizontal bedding from 1 cm to over 1 m, normal and 

reverse graded bedding, and mudcracks. 

Siltstones 

Thin section analysis was not done with siltstones. The following 

description is based on field notes and hand-sample description. 

The siltstones have a clay matrix, are oxidized to reddish brown and 

are often micaceous. Cementation is both calcareous and non-calcareous. 

By analogy with sandstones, the non-calcareous cements are probably 

hematite and silica. The rocks are poorly to well indurated and are 

porous. The reddish brown color is probably due to hematite-staining. 

Structures in the siltstones include most of those found in the 

sandstones. Graded bedding was not seen. Ripples, clay drapes, and 

mudcracks are common. Channels and cut and fill are less common. 

In addition sole marks and burrows are also found. 
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Conglomerates 

The conglomerates in the Abo Formation can be divided into three 

groups. The first group is made up of cobble to boulder conglomerates 

with only crystalline clasts. The second group is composed of clasts 

of pebble and cobble size, with the clasts almost entirely sedimentary. 

Pebble conglomerates comprise the third group with clasts of both 

crystalline and sedimentary rocks. The second and third groups of 

conglomerates are common throughout the Abo. 

The cobble to boulder conglomerates occur in two units in section 

A-2 (plate IV). The lower unit is a meter thick and is immediately 

above a six meter deep channel with two meter high foresets. The 

channel is the basal unit of the Abo in this section and is incised 

into the underlying Madera Formation. The clasts, of granite, 

granitic gneiss, quartz and feldspar, are less than 20 cm across. 

There are outsized boulder clasts, up to 40 by 25 cm, of granite 

and granitic gneiss. The matrix is medium sand to granule sized 

quartz and feldspar grains. The second unit is an 18 m channel located 

30 m above the first conglomerate. It is similar to the first unit 

in clast composition and size. The matrix ranges from granule to 

fine sand. 

The second group of conglomerates are composed of clay, siltstone, 

sandstone, and limestone clasts up to 25 cm across. There is also 

one conglomerate, 5 m above the 18 m channel in section A-2, with 

cobble-sized clasts up to 10 cm across of granite, granitic gneiss, 

>nd quartz. It is similar to the cobble to boulder conglomerates, 

is only a meter thick and is massive. The matrices in the 
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sedimentary conglomerates are granule to fine sand in size, quartz 

and feldspar in composition. Structures found in these units include 

horizontal bedding, foresets, and cut and fill. 

Conglomerates of the third group are the most prevalent. Clasts 

include limestones, siltstones, clay, quartz, feldspar, and granitic 

fragments, with clay the most common. Matrices are granule to fine 

sand and are composed of quartz and feldspar. Sedimentary structures 

include horizontal bedding, cut and fill, and foresets. 

Limestones 

The scarce limestones in the Abo are either purple, knobby, 

argillaceous, featureless lime-mudstones or they are peculiar, 

conglomeratic mixtures of crystalline calcite and siliclastic 

clay randomly churned together. Vugs partially filled with calcite 

crystals are common. Angular quartz sand grains are often scattered 

through the siliclastic mud. These rocks contain oxidized patches. 

The unoxidized clay is green. The crystalline calcite may be 

recrystallized calcareous mud. 



YESO FORMATION 

Introduction 

The Yeso Formation was initially named and described by Lee 

(Lee and Girty, 1909) for approximately 300 to 600 m of sandstones, 

shales, "earthy limestones", and gypsum lying conformably on the 

Abo Formation. The type locality is near Mesa del Yeso, 19 km 

northeast of Socorro. Darton (1910) revised the Pennyslvanian age 

designation of Lee and Girty (1909), placing the Yeso instead in 

the Permian system. Needham (1942) correlated the Yeso with the 

Leonardian-age Bone Springs Limestone of the Delaware Basin to the 

southeast. Needham and Bates (1943) designated a type section near 

Mesa del Yeso and divided the formation into four members. Several 

other authors have also divided the Yeso into various members 

in different ranges in New Mexico (plate V) (Kelley and Wood, 1946; 

Wilpolt, et al., 1946; Wood and Northrop, 1946). Bates, et al. 

(1947) re-examined the type section of Needham and Bates (1943) and 

removed 31.7 m (104 ft) from the Abo, assigning it to the Yeso. 

Baars (1962) stated that the lower member of the Yeso, the Meseta 

Blanca Member, is equivalent to the De Chelly Sandstone of the central 

Colorado Plateau. Because the term "De Chelly" is older than 

"Meseta Blanca" and Baars believed the De Chelly was correlatable in 

New Mexico, Arizona and Utah,he proposed that the Meseta Blanca 

Member be removed from the Yeso Formation and redefined as a part 

of the De Chelly Sandstone. This report does not address the 

question of whether Baars* stratigraphy is correct or not. However, 

his terminology will not be used. The terminology of Wood and 

Northrop (1946) is preferred. For further details on the question 

42 
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of the stratigraphic relations of the De Chelly Sandstone and the 

Meseta Blanca Member of the Yeso Formation see Baars (1962, 1972, 

1974) and Irwin (1969) (also figure 4, this report). 

The Yeso, in part or completely, grades into the Cutler 

Formation north of the Nacimiento Mountains (Wood and Northrop, 1946; 

Baars, 1962, 1972, 1974; Irwin, 1969; Schumacher, 1972; Gibson, 1975). 

Wood and Northrop arbitrarily defined the Cutler as extending south 

to Senorito Canyon in the Nacimientos. As previously stated in the 

description of the Abo Formation, the Yeso and Abo Formations can 

be distinguished as far north as the town of Gallina at approximately 

36°12,30" latitude (this study? Schumacher, 1972; Gibson, 1975; 

Woodward, Gibson and McLelland, 1976). 

The Yeso Formation in the Nacimiento Mountains is mostly 

siltstone with some sandy siltstone, some sandstone, and a little 

limestone. The lower part of the Yeso contains large foresets and 

massive beds. The upper portion has smaller sedimentary structures 

and limestone. 

Subdivisions of the Yeso Formations 

Needham and Bates (1943) subdivided the Yeso Formation into four 

members near Mesa del Yeso (plate V). The lowest member, of pink 

and orange sandstone, was not named. The second member, informally 

referred to as the "middle evaporites", consists of a thick sequence 

of interbedded thin limestones, gypsum, siltstones, and sandy shales, 

with the amount of limestone and gypsum increasing to the south. 

The third unit, the Canas Member, is composed of thick beds of 

gypsum with silt partings. The top member of cross-bedded orange, 
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Figure 4. 
Permian correla¬ 

tion charts of 
Baars, 1962 

(upper chart) 
and Irwin, 1969 

(lower chart). 

Irwin, 1969 
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pink and yellow sandstone is the Joyita Member. In the Lucero Uplift, 

a clastic red bed and gypsum sequence in the upper half of the Yeso 

is named the Los Vallos Member (Kelley and Wood, 1946). Silty shale, 

shale, gypsum and limestone in the Joyita Hills comprise the Torres 

Member of Wilpolt et al. (1946). These beds are equivalent to the 

"middle evaporites". The Yeso Formation is divided into two members 

in the Nacimientos by Wood and Northrop (1946), the lower Meseta 

Blanca Member and the upper San Ysidro Member. This nomenclature 

is used in this report. The Meseta Blanca and the San Ysidro 

members are in comformable contact with each other, and intertongue 

with each other between San Miguel Canyon and Senorito Canyon 

(Wood and Northrop, 1946; Du Chene, 1973). In the Gallina quadrangle, 

the contact between the two members is reported to be sharp and 

paraconformable (Gibson, 1975). 

Age 

There is no disagreement about the age of the Yeso Formation. 

Needham (1942), in correlating the Yeso with the Bone Springs Limestone, 

established the formation in the lower two-thirds of the Leonardian. 

Subsequent work, including ’.Needham and Bates' (1943), Baars (1962, 

1972,1974), Irwin (1969) and Gibson (1975) corroborates this age. 

Further evidence for a Leonardian age includes the presence of early 

Leonardian invertebrate faunas in the Yeso of southern New Mexico 

and early Leonardian vertebrate faunas in the Yeso of central New 

Mexico (Baars, 1962, 1972, 1974). 
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Distribution and Thickness Trends 

The Yeso outcrops in New Mexico from the Zuni Mountains in the 

west to approximately the city of Roswell in the east, and from a 

little north of San Pedro Mountain, south to the Texas border 

(plate I) (Dane and Bachman, 1965; Gibson, 1975). The Yeso is also 

reported from the Delaware Basin in west Texas (Needham and Bates, 

1943). The Yeso crops out over much of the Nacimientos. On the 

east side of the Sierra Nacimento from Guadalupe Box north to 

about 35°55'N latitude the Yeso Formation is not present, except 

in the graben containing Joaquin Mesa (Woodward, Du Chene, and 

Reed, 1974). The Yeso may have been removed by post-Laramide/pre- 

Oligocene erosion as volcanics from the Jemez Mountains lie on top 

of the Abo Formation in this region. The same relationship occurs 

on the east side of San Pedro Mountain. The Yeso is present in 

Canon de San Diego and south of it. 

At its type section near Mesa del Yeso, the Yeso is 

approximately 210 m (697 ft) thick (Bates, et al., 1947). The formation 

thickens to the northwest and southeast (Needham and Bates, 1943), 

and thins to the northeast (Needham, 1942). The total percentage of 

limestone increases to the southeast while to the northeast the Yeso 

is mostly sandstone and siltstone with very little gypsum and limestone 

(Needham, 1942). Within the Nacimientos the Yeso thickens towards 

the south because of both depositional thinning northward and Permo- 

Triassic erosion cutting deeper into the Early Permian sediments to 

the north. Where the Yeso has not been partially removed by erosion, 

measured sections indicate a total thickness between 85 and 163 m 

(this report; Wood and Northrop, 1946). 
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Upper Boundary 

The Yeso is in contact with both the Permian Glorieta Sandstone and 

the Triassic Agua Zarca Member of the Chinle Formation. The Glorieta 

Sandstone is in contact with the Yeso Formation on the west side of the 

Sierra Nacimiento to approximately 35°53' N latitutde, about one and a half 

kilometers north of San Miguel Mine (plate I). This extends the reported 

northern extent of the Glorieta Sandstone by roughly two kilometers from 

the previous limit (Schumacher, 1972, Woodward and Schumacher, 1973). 

On the east side of the Sierra Nacimiento the Glorieta/Yeso 

boundary is found at and south of Joaquin Mesa and is reported in 

Canon de San Diego (Wood and Northrop, 1946; Du Chene, 1973; Woodward, 

Du Chene and Reed, 1974). The Yeso and Glorieta are in conformable 

contact (Needham and Bates, 1943; Baars, 1962; Schumacher, 1972; 

Du Chene, 197.3,1974; Martinez, 1974). North of these locations the 

Yeso is unconformably overlain by Triassic sediments. The Glorieta 

has probably been removed by Permo-Triassic erosion (Wood and 

Northrop, 1946). 

In sections A-l and A-9 (plate IV), where the Glorieta/Yeso contact 

was observed, aim thick, massive, unfossiliferous limestone was noted 

at the top of the Yeso. Sandstones above this bed tend to be cleaner, 

lighter in color and less iron-oxide stained than the beds below. 

Schumacher (1972) placed the Glorieta/Yeso contact "at the highest 

occurrence of reddish sandstone or siltstone". In this study the 

Agua Zarca/Yeso contact is placed at an erosional surface with an 

unstained buff to white sandstone above and reddish to orange-red 

iron-oxide stained sandstone or siltstone below. 
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Correlation 

There are two differing opinions as to which formations are 

correlative with the Yeso Formation. Irwin (1969) believes the 

Meseta Blanca Member is correlatable with the tipper Supai Formation 

of Arizona and that the Yeso Formation as a whole is equivalent 

to the Hermit Shale of Arizona and the Organ Rock Shale of Utah. 

The De Chelly Sandstone is younger than the Yeso Formation and 

is equivalent to the Coconino, San Andres and Glorieta Formations. 

Baars (1962, 1972, 1974) correlates the De Chelly Sandstone with 

the Meseta Blanca. He argues that the Meseta Blanca Member should 

be separated from the Yeso and redesignated as the De Chelly 

Sandstone. According to Baars the upper Supai, the Organ Rock 

Shale and the Hermit Shale are older than the De Chelly Sandstone 

and the Yeso Formation. See figure 4 for a comparison of the 

correlation charts of Baars (1962) and Irwin (1969). Earlier and 

later workers correlate the Yeso with the upper part of the Cutler 

Formation to the north and the Bone Springs Limestone to the south 

(Needham, 1942; Needham and Bates, 1943; Wood and Northrop, 1946; 

Schumacher, 1972; Du Chene, 1973, 1974). Needham and Bates also 

correlate the Yeso with the lower De Chelly Sandstone of 

northeastern Arizona. 
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Lithology 

Meseta Blanca Member 

In outcrop the Meseta Blanca Member forms distinctive large, 

rounded, hummocky ridges and ledges that are relatively resistant 

to weathering and erosion. Its color ranges from orangish red to 

dark reddish brown. The rocks are submature to supermature 

quartzarenites and quartzarenitic siltstones. Grain sizes are mostly 

silt to fine sand with some clay and some medium to very coarse 

sand. The siltstones and sandstones vary from very well sorted to 

poorly sorted, the majority being moderately to well sorted. The 

coarser grain sizes often occur as descrete stringers or laminae in 

the finer-grained rocks. The amount of feldspar is irregular, varying 

from zero to 5 percent. Up to 3 percent mica occurs in some 

siltstones and very fine sandstones. Grains are subangular to 

round with little variation outside this range. Calcareous cement 

is prevalent although there may be silica and hematitic cement as 

well. The sedimentary structures are the most distinctive characteristic 

of this member. Large, laminated to very thinly bedded ( <5 cm) 

low-angle foresets (50 cm to > 2 m tall) are the most common structures. 

These foresets often truncate one another, forming cut and fill 

structures. Massive beds (> 1 m thick) are also common. Small cut 

and fill, and small foresets (< 50 cm high), horizontal laminae and 

bedding (< 1 m thick), ripple marks, and burrows are also present. 

Soft-sediment deformation and slumping of the large laminated foresets 

are associated with some of the large-scale cut and fill structures. 
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San Ysldro Member 

The San Ysidro Member is less resistant to weathering and erosion 

than the lower member. Hence, it crops out as partially covered to 

completely covered steep slopes. In two sections, A-l and A-3 

(plate IV), the San Ysidro is completely covered. The lithology of 

the San Ysidro is essentially the same as that of the Meseta Blanca, 

i. e. the sandstones and siltstones are orangish red to dark reddish 

brown submature to supermature quartzarenites and quartz siltstones. 

The major difference between the two members is the makeup of the 

sedimentary structures. The predominate structure in the San Ysidro 

is horizontal lamination and bedding less than 1 m thick. There is 

also some small (< 50 cm high), laminated cut and fill. -In 

Section A-9 small lenses of sand (< 5 mm to 7 cm thick) are scattered 

throughout the member. In the southern Nacimientos an unfossiliferous 

limestone bed (approximately 1 m thick) occurs at the top of the 

San Ysidro Member. In section A-l, on the west side of the range, 

this bed is grayish green with crystals of calcite and sulfur 

filling numerous fractures. In section A-3, also on the west side of 

the Nacimiento Mountains and about 18% km to the north, the limestone 

is gray and styolitic, with some sand. Here it does not have 

sulfur crystals. In section A-9, at Mesa de las Casas near the 

mouth of Canon de San Diego, the limestone is light grayish green 

and sandy. 



PALEOTRANSPORT DIRECTIONS 

Introduction 

All paleotransport data are tabulated and plotted in plate III. 

Paleotransport directions recorded to the nearest degree have been 

tabulated and plotted in five degree increments. The directions 

are plotted on maps for Late Pennsylvanian time, Permian Abo time 

and Permian Yeso time. 

Madera Formation 

Few paleotransport directions were measured in the Madera 

Formation due to a lack of suitable sedimentary structures. At the 

base of section A-l (plates II and IV), a single measurement made 

on 5 cm high foreset beds shows transport to the southwest. In 

Canon de San Diego near Battleship Rock, section A-8, foresets 

lh meters high yield paleotransport directions ranging from 

N10°E to N30°E. 

Abo Formation 

In the Abo Formation paleotransport directions are taken from 

a variety of structures including trough and planar foresets, symmetric 

and asymmetric ripple marks, channel deposits, and a set of sole 

markings. Foresets, the most common structure measured, range in 

height from 5 cm to greater than 300 cm with most between 20 and 60 cm. 

Ripple marks are small and are less than 3 cm in height. Channels, 

usually under 30 cm in height, are also small. The sole markings, 

from 15 to 25 cm long, are located within section A-6 along State 
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Highway 126 in Senorito Canyon. 

As seen in plate III, most of the Abo Formation paleotransport 

directions are to the southwest and south on the western side of 

the Sierra Nacimiento. On the eastern side of the range there is 

a larger scatter in the paleotransport directions, although the 

dominant direction is also to the southwest. In the southwestern 

part of the range, in section A-l, measurements on several 5 to 20 cm 

high foresets within the lower Abo show transport to the east. 

Farther upsection paleotransport directions change to mostly the 

west and southwest. 

Yeso Formation 

Few measurements were made in the Yeso Formation. Host were 

taken on foreset beds, with a couple of measurements acquired from 

cut and fill structures. Two readings are on ripple marks. The 

main trend is to the west, although some easterly paleotransport 

directions were measured. 



PALEOCLIMATE 

The Penasco Uplift was located at approximately 5° north latitude 

during the Pennsylvanian and Permian and was close to the western margin 

of the Laurasian portion of Pangea (Figure 5) (Briden, et al., 1974; 

Zonenshayn and Gorodnitskiy, 1977; Ziegler, et al., 1979). This places 

the uplift and the surrounding region in the zone of east tradewinds 

(Eobinson, 1973; Ziegler, et al., 1979) (Figure 6). Paleowind 

directions for the Permian on the Colorado Plateau tend to support 

this (Poole, 1964) (Figure 7). When these directions, indicating winds 

from the present northwest, north, and northeast, are plotted on the 

paleographic reconstructions of Ziegler, et al. (1979) (Figure 5), 

they indicate winds from the paleo-north, -northeast, and -east. 

Simple idealized models of precipitation patterns over land areas 

(e. g. Ziegler, et al., 1979) indicate that the Colorado Plateau should 

have been located in an equatorial zone with high amounts of rainfall, 

even after the rain-shadow effects from the Ancestral Rocky Mountains 

are taken into account (Figure 8). However, when the probable effects 

of large land masses on the Intertropical Convergence zone are added 

into the model, the equatorial region of Pangea becomes a zone with a 

year-round dry climate* (Robinson, 1973) (Figure 9). 

* The Intertropical Convergance Zone (ITC) is the area where tropical 

easterlies (trade winds) meet (Figure 6). It can be thought of as 
the meteorological equator but it seldom corresponds to the geographical 
equator. The effect of Pangea on the Intertropical Convergence Zone 

is to deflect the ITC northward during the northern hemisphere summer 
and southward during the northern hemisphere winter (Figure 9). These 

deflections would tend to move the zone of equatorial wet climate 
(Figure 9) north and south of the region around the Penasco Uplift. 

For more information see Robinson, 1973. 
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From Ziegler, et al, 
1979 

Figure 5. Sketch maps of continental reconstructions of the Lower 
and Middle Pennsylvanian Cupper map) and Late Permian (Guadalupian) 
(lower map). Outlines of South and North America are included for 
reference. The maps are drawn on a Mollweide projection. 



From Robinson, 1973 

Figure 6. Idealized diagram of world-wide wind and pressure 
systems in the lower troposphere. 
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Year-round dry 
climate 

Middle and high* 
latitude humid belts 

'///S/ 
Sharply seasonal 
rainfal1 

Probable course of the 
I.T.C. Zone for July and 
January 

Figure 9. Sketch of the probable course of the Intertropical 

Convergence (I.T.C.) zone in the Upper Permian Cupper map) and the 
resulting major precipitation climatic regions (lower map)• The maps 

are drawn on an oblique Mollweide projection. 
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Theoretical modeling aside, several aspects of the Pennsylvanian 

and Permian sediments indicate an arid or semi-arid climate with periodic 

heavy rainfall. The best indicator for a dry climate, or at least a 

climate with a high rate of evaporation, is the presence of Late 

Paleozoic evaporite deposits at various locations in New Mexico and 

the Colorado Plateau (Fetzner, 1960; Baars, 1962, 1972; Irwin, 1969; 

Mallory, 1972). These deposits range in age from early Desmoinesian in 

the Paradox Salt Basin, to the Guadalupian gypsiferous units in the 

San Andres Formation (Needham and Bates, 1943; Baars, 1962). Field 

evidence and laboratory analyses (Mallory, 1972) show that organic 

matter derived from land plants is very scarce in the Pennsylvanian 

evaporites implying an arid to semi-arid climate. The presence of 

chlorite, illite and mixed-layer illite-montmorillonite and the lack 

of detrital kaolinite in the Pennsylvanian sediments are also indi¬ 

cative of an arid to semi-arid climate (Mallory, 1972). The scarcity 

of remains of water-dwelling amphibians and reptiles, and fresh-water 

sharks and fish in New Mexico Permian sediments and the presence of a 

dry climate flora are further evidence for at least a seasonal arid to 

semi-arid climate (Romer, 1960; Baars, 1962; 1972). The eolian 

deposits of the Permian are a less reliable indicator of arid climates 

because dune fields are also found in humid climates (Baars, 1962, 1972). 

The presence of extensive red beds is often cited as evidence for 

an arid climate. Though arid climates are favorable for the formation • 

and/or preservation of red beds (Walker, 1967; Walker and Honea, 1969; 

Walker, et al., 1978), moist climates are also favorable for red bed 

formation (Van Houten,.1972; Walker, 1974; Schluger and Roberson, 

1975; Hubert and Reed, 1978). Red beds are only indicative of 
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alkaline and oxidizing to slightly reducing conditions in the 

depositional basin (Garrels and Christ, 1965, fig. 7.6, p. 195; 

Walker, 1974). 

Boulder conglomerates in the Abo (e.g. see section A-2, plate IV) 

and pebble-sized clasts of feldspar and quartz in the Madera 

(Schumacher, 1972; Martinez, 1974; Gibson, 1975) suggest that 

there was periodic heavy rainfall. Mallory (1972), in discussing 

the Pennsylvanian arkoses on a regional basis, also notes the 

need for occasional "torrential rainfall" to account for channel 

cut and fill, and conglomerates. He states that the rainfall may 

have been seasonal. In the Madera Formation organisms that 

require clear, normal marine waters, e.g. bryozoans, echnioderms, 

corals, sponges (Heckel, 1972), are found in death assemblages in 

muddy limestones and limestones with siliciclastic material. These 

beds are found throughout the formation, implying that the carbonate* 

environment was periodically flooded with siliciclastic sand, 

silt, and clay. These influxes of siliciclastic material were 

probably due to both tectonic pulses and to periodic, but not 

necessarily seasonal, heavy rainfall. 



INTERPRETATION OF THE PENNSYLVANIAN AND 

PERMIAN GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE 
PENASCO UPLIFT 

Pre-Madera History 

The initial uplift of the Penasco Highlands may have occurred 

in the latest Mississippian or Early Pennsylvanian. Unconformities exist 

between the Late Mississippian Log Springs Formation and the 

Morrowan-age Osha Canyon Formation, and between the Osha Canyon 

Formation and the Atokan-age Sandia Formation (plate I). These 

unconformities may be due to pulses of uplift and erosion (Du-Chene, 

1973, 1974b; Du Chene, Kues and Woodward, 1977). Several eustatic 

changes are thought to have occurred during this time and may instead 

account for these unconformities (Vail et al., 1977; John Van Wagoner, 

personal communication, 1979). In either case, a marine transgression 

in the Morrowan buried the terrestrial shales, conglomerates, and 

sandstones of the Log Springs Formation under the marine limestones and 

sandstones of the Osha Canyon Formation (Kent, 1972; Martinez, 1974; 

Du Chene, 1974b; Du Chene, Kues, and Woodward,, 1977). The Sandia 

Formation, as revised by Armstrong (1955), includes only the upper 

clastic member of Wood and Northrop (1946). It rests unconformably 

on the Osha Canyon Formation and is conformable with the overlying 

Madera Formation (Wood and Northrop,. 1946; Du Chene, 1974b). The 

Sandia Formation is composed of coarse quartz sandstone interbedded with 

shales, silty fine-grained sandstone, and argillaceous fossiliferous 

limestone. The formation thins rapidly to the north and west 

(Du Chene, 1973, 1974b). 
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Madera Time 

The overall environment of the lower gray limestone member of 

the Madera Formation is interpreted as a shallow carbonate shelf, with 

normal marine salinity and relatively clear, though agitated waters. 

The shallow depth is based on the presence of algae, which are almost 

always found in depths less than 60 to 70 m. Echinoderms and 

brachiopods indicate normal marine salinity. Corals, bryozoa and 

crinoids all require relatively clean and somewhat agitated waters 

(Heckel, 1972). Within this broad and generalized environment, there 

were probably many subenvironments with differing substrates, turbidity, 

circulation, water depth, and salinity. Beds of siliciclastic shales 

and sandstones interspersed between fossiliferous limestones are the 

* 

result of sporadic influxes of terrigenous-derived sediments. These 

siliciclastic sediments were probably derived from either a slightly 

emergent Penasco Uplift or from the more distant Uncompahgre-San Luis 

Uplift. The influxes could be the result of short pulses of uplift or 

of occasional climatic fluctuations or both. The algae, bryozoa, 

corals, sponges, etc., which inhabited the carbonate shelf, could not 

have tolerated seasonal influxes of terrigenous sediment. Hence it 

is unlikely that the deposition of the siliciclastic material was due 

to seasonal torrential rains. The environment of the upper arkosic 

limestone member is thought to have been similar to that of the lower 

gray limestone. The two members contain similar faunal assemblages. 

Two obvious differences between the members are the greater amount 

of siliciclastic sediments and the coarser grain size of sediments in 

the upper arkosic limestone. 
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Biostratigraphy of the two members shows that they co-existed 

from the early Desmoinesian to the late Virgilian (plate IV and 

table 1) (Wood and Northrop, 1946). The basal part of the lower gray 

limestone member is Atokan in age and has no equivalent in the upper 

arkosic limestone member. The two members represent laterally equivalent 

facies. The arkosic limestone was closer to the source and received 

a larger percentage of coarse siliciclastic debris than did the lower 

gray limestone member. 

The presence of fresh, angular feldspars, granitic and gneissic 

rock fragments, and cobble conglomerates in the upper member all imply 

a source relatively close to the site of deposition. The oldest 

age of the upper arkosic limestone then gives the latest possible 

time for the initiation of the Penasco orogeny. Faunal evidence shows 

that the oldest part of the upper arkosic limestone member is 

Desmoinesian in age (Wood and Northrop, 1946). Therefore, by 

Desmoinesian time the Penasco Uplift was high enough to be shedding 

Precambrian granitic and metamorphic debris. This sporadic sediment 

influx and deposition continued into the late Virgilian. 

On the eastern side of the Nacimiento Mountains near Battleship 

Rock, fusulinids are used to date the top of the lower gray limestone 

as late Virgilian (Sutherland and Harlow, 1967). Paleotransport 

directions measured in the upper arkosic limestone at this location 

Indicate transport to the northeast. The regional paleoslope during 

the late Paleozoic was to the southwest (Anderson, 1979, personal 

communication). Hence, the Battleship Rock area was probably located 

on the east side of the Penasco Uplift. 
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Time of the Abo-Madera Transition 

The stratigraphic boundary between the Madera Formation and the 

Abo Formation is a gradational and interfingering one. This boundary 

marks a transition from a marine environment of carbonate deposition 

and occasional influxes of silicielastic sediments to a fluvial and 

deltaic environment. In the Nacimiento Mountains, this transitional 

facies boundary is time-transgressive, being oldest on the western 

flank of the range and becoming progressively younger to the east 

towards the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift (plate III). The changes 

result from a wedge of silicielastic sediments prograding over the 

carbonate shelf away from the Penasco Highlands. 

Biostratigraphic data of Wood and Northrop (1946) show that the 

Abo-Madera contact on the west side of the Nacimiento Mountains is 

probably early Missourian in age (plates III and IV). On the east side 

of the Nacimientos the contact is middle to late Missourian in age 

(Wood and Northrop, 1946). Farther to the east, the contact is 

Virgilian in age (Wood and Northrop, 1946). The Abo/Madera contact on 

the southeast side of San Pedro Mountain may also be middle to late 

Missourian in age (Wood and Northrop, 1946). 

Paleotransport indicators in the Abo Formation on the west side of 

the Nacimiento Mountains imply that transport was to the southwest 

throughout Abo-time (plate III). These localities were probably part 

of the western drainage system of the Penasco Uplift during the 

Pennsylvanian. In section A-l, measured on the west side of the Sierra 

Nacimiento near Semilla Canyon, the paleotransport directions in the 

lower Abo Formation are to the east and southeast. Farther upsection 
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the paleotransport directions reverse with a southwest trend indicated. 

Initially this location was part of the eastern drainage system of 

the Penasco Uplift but later began receiving Uncompahgre-San Luis- 

derived sediments from the northeast. In section A-8, near Battleship 

Rock, the Madera/Abo boundary is marked by a shift in paleotransport 

directions from the northeast to the south and southwest. This shift 

in paleotransport directions coincides with the Permo-Pennsylvanian 

boundary (Sutherland and Harlow, 1967) and is indicative of the 

arrival of the great flood of elastics from the Uncompahgre-San Luis 

Uplift to the east and northeast. 

The change in paleotransport directions near Battleship Rock 

is abrupt with few intermediate paleotransport directions (plate III). 

If the Penasco Uplift had blocked, ponded, and diverted the flood of 

elastics from the northeast, there should be a range of paleotransport 

directions intermediate between the northeast Penasco drainage and 

the southwest regional Uncompahgre-San Luis drainage in the lower Abo 

Formation. Because of the lack of intermediate paleotransport 

directions, the waning uplift was probably breached very quickly after 

the arrival of the Uncompahgre-San Luis elastics. The reversal in 

paleotransport directions at section A-l on the west side reflects 

this breaching. 

Polycrystalline quartz, including metaquartzite rock fragments, 

is rapidly broken apart during transport. Petrographic analysis of 

some of the Abo sandstones has shown that the ratio polycrystalline 

quartz/total quartz decreases upsection while the ratio feldspar/total 

grains remains unchanged (figure 3). Grain size also remains unchanged 

upsection. The polycrystalline quartz/total quartz ratio is still 
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large above the paleotransport reversal recorded in section A-l. It 

gradually decreases after paleotransport has switched to the southwest. 

Polycrystalline quartz rapidly breaks apart into individual crystals 

with transport (Blatt, 1967; Blatt, Middleton and Murray, 1972). Hence, 

the gradual decrease in this ratio indicates that the Penasco Uplift 

remained a sediment source after it had been breached and sediments 

from the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift were being deposited in the area. 

The lack of change in the feldspar/total grains ratio and in grain size 

is due to the increasing influence of the distal elastics as the Penasco 

Uplift slowly ceased contributing sediments. 

The arrival of sediments from the Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift 

at the end of the Pennsylvanian indicates that the time of maximum 

orogeny of the southern Uncompahgre Mountains probably coincided with 

that of the San Luis Mountains in the Late Pennsylvanian and Early 

Permian (Fetzner, 1960; Baars, 1962). This contrasts with Kent's (1972) 

estimate of the maximum orogeny in the Uncompahgre occurring in the 

Missourian and Virgilian. 

Paleotransport directions in late Paleozoic rocks indicate that 

the Laramide Nacimiento Uplift is approximately superimposed in the 

site of the late Paleozoic Penasco Uplift. In this case, there should 

be outcrops on the east side of the Nacimiento Mountains with an 

early Missourian age for the Abo/Madera contact. These outcrops are 

not found. It is hypothesized that they were eroded, either during 

continued Penasco Uplift or during erosion after the Laramide orogeny. 
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Abo Time 

The Abo Formation was deposited in a fluvial/deltaic environment 

(Beaumont and Read, 1950; Otte, 1959; Baars, 1962, 1972, 1974; 

Schumacher, 1972; Gibson, 1975). The shales and mudstones are 

interpreted as floodplain, overbank and crevasse splay deposits. The 

outcropping beds of sandstone, siltstone, and conglomerate are 

channels, channel lag deposits, levees, channel bars, lateral bars, 

braid bars, and coarser overbank, crevasse-splay and floodplain 

deposits. The basal conglomerates, e.g.in section A-2 (plate IV), 

may be alluvial fan deposits. The limestones scattered throughout 

the Abo are either of freshwater origin, perhaps from small lakes on 

the floodplains, or from restricted lagoonal deposition. Churned 

mixtures of calcareous and siliciclastic muds could be the results of 

channels or floodwaters disrupting the still-soft calcareous sediments. 

The decreasing polycrystalline quartz-total quartz ratio upsection 

Indicates that neat the end of Abo time (end of the Wolfcampian) the 

Penasco Uplift was no longer a sediment source or was at most a very 

minor source. There may or may not have been residual relief left 

on the Penasco Uplift after*it ceased to be a major sediment source. 

If there was relief, perhaps it was as low hills which exerted only 

a very local effect on sedimentation patterns. The region west and 

southwest of the Uncompaghre Uplift is envisioned as a broad coastal 

plain similar to the southeastern seaboard of North America. The 

variation in the Abo Formation can be as easily produced on a broad 

coastal plain with relief, i.e. hills and valleys, as on a plain with 

no relief. The environmental and sedimentologic variation of the Abo 
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is interpreted as indicating that, at any given time, there were 

several depositional subenvironments represented in the field area. 

For example, a major channel with several associated minor channels 

could be separated by several kilometers of floodplain from a lesser 

channel. Gn the opposite side of the main channel there might have 

been a lake. This setting could persist for a period of time with little 

lateral migration leading to fairly thick channel/bar/levee deposits 

with adjacent thick and relatively unreworked floodplain deposits. At 

other times the channel complex would shift, reworking the floodplain 

deposits and depositing scattered thin channel, bar and levee deposits. 

The variation in the sediments of the Abo Formation can be explained 

by varying rates of migration of the fluvial deposits. The varying 

rates of migration would be controlled by changes in the amount of 

regional dip on the coastal plain and in the amount of material being 

shed into the system. There are no major climatic changes recorded 

for this region during Abo time. Hence climate is not thought to have 

been an important influence in altering sedimentation patterns. 

Yeso Time 

The Meseta Blanca Member is thought to be an eolian deposit, 

possibly beach dunes, by Baars (1962, 1972). Other workers believe 

the member is shallow marginal marine in origin (Woodward and 

Northrop, 1946; Irwin, 1969; Du Chene, 1973; Gibson, 1975). Observations 

made for this project were inconclusive in resolving this question. 

Soft sediment deformation and slumping of foresets were observed but 

these structures can be found both in eolian dune deposits (McKee, et al., 

1962; Bigarella, et al., 1969; Reineek and Singh, 1975) and in 
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marginal marine bar and beach deposits (Reineck and Singh, 1975). 

Burrows are found in the Meseta Blanca Member in sections A-5 and 

A-9. These could be from either marine or non-marine organisms. The 

environment of deposition of the San Ysidro Member is generally agreed 

to be marginal marine deposits (Wood and Northrop, 1946; Baars, 1962, 

1972, 1974; Irwin, 1969; Du Chene, 1973; Gibson, 1975). 

The overall uniformity and lack of lateral variability in the 

Yeso Formation in the Nacimiento Mountains indicate that the Penasco 

Uplift was no longer affecting regional sedimentation by Yeso time. 

Thus the Penasco Uplift was completely leveled and buried by the end 

of the Wolfcampian. 



SUMMARY 

The earliest history of the Penasco Uplift is still obscure. 

Initial uplift may have started as early as the Late Mississippian, 

or there may have been no orogenic activity until after deposition of 

the Morrowan Osha Canyon Formation and before deposition of the 

Atokan Sandia Formation. In either case, the Penasco Uplift had 

sufficient relief by the early Desmoinesian to begin shedding coarse, 

arkosic elastics from Precambrian basement rocks. These elastics 

formed a prograding wedge out onto a shallow carbonate shelf until 

the end of the Pennsylvanian. At or very near the Permo-Pennsylvanian 

boundary, a large flood of arkosic clastic sediments derived from the 

larger Uncompahgre-San Luis Uplift to the east and northeast reached 

the Penasco Uplift, burying any remaining carbonate environments and 

quickly breaching the waning Penasco range. The Penasco Uplift 

continued to exert some reduced influence on regional sedimentation 

and was a less important sediment source into the Wolfcampian. By 

the start of the Leonardian the Penasco Uplift was leveled and 

buried. 
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ADDENDA 

One of the original goals of this project was to try and 

determine if low blocks existed within the Penasco Uplift, and if 

these blocks allowed distally-derived sediments to be channeled 

through the Penasco Uplift into the southeastern ancestral San Juan 

Basin. It was thought that these sediments may have formed deltaic 

deposits that could be source and/or reservoir rocks for petroleum 

or gas. Unfortunately, both paleotransport data and thickness 

variations of the Madera and Abo Formations failed to give evidence 

for or against the presence of channels through the Penasco 

Uplift. 

Recent preliminary work by Anderson (personal communication, 

1979) indicates that bhe faults trending approximately east-west in 

the Precambrian terrain of the Nacimiento Mountains separate areas, 

of predominantly granitic compositon from areas of predominantly 

metamorphic composition. If the granitics are stratigraphically 

lower than the metamorphics, then there have been varying amounts 

of uplift and erosion between these different blocks. Deformation of 

Mesozoic and early Cenozoic sediments along the Nacimiento and 

Pajarito Faults is relatively uniform (Anderson, personal 

communication, 1979). Also, the Madera and Abo Formations lie 

uncomformably on what appear to be distinct Precambrian blocks. 

This implies that the differing amounts of uplift of the Precambrian 

rocks are due to orogenic activity predating the Laramide uplift. 

If some blocks had less relief than others when the Uncompahgre- 

San Luis- derived sediments arrived at the Penascos, this would 
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explain why the Penasco Uplift was rapidly breached yet still 

provided sediments to the surrounding area. Additionally, the 

re-exposure of the core of the Penasco Uplift in the Nacimiento 

Mountains during the Laramide orogeny is further proof of the 

superposition of those two uplifts. 
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